
COVID-19 update 63 – 27/03-15/04/2021 

 

A compilation of press releases/articles on policies and best practices from various EU 
and national information sources, and information provided by our members 

 Please note that this update is published on a 2-week basis. 

 

McKinsey & Company unveiled its “Grocery Industry Report” on 25 March in which it 
analyses food trade trends in Europe. At the heart of the challenges of tomorrow: the 
profitability of e-commerce and the attractiveness of private labels. The year 2020 was a 
record year for the food trade in Europe, with growth of 8% for sales volume and 11% for 

sales value, reports a study by McKinsey who interviewed about fifty CEOs of the food sector 
and 10.000 European consumers from 10 countries (France, Germany, UK, Spain, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Sweden, and Switzerland). This growth can be explained by the 
postponement of home consumption linked to teleworking and the two lockdowns as well as 
the closure of restaurants. Sales of food products jumped by 20% (vs. March 2019) in France, 
Germany, Spain, Italy and the United Kingdom, leading to a disruption in consumption habits 
(local shopping, 4% reduction in the frequency of purchases, 15% increase in the size of the 
average basket). The reopening of post-COVID restaurants should however lead to a return to 
normalcy, McKinsey believes, however, with food expenses that will remain at a higher level 
than in 2019 as 7 to 10% of people think they will be spending less in restaurants after the 
crisis. 

Among the main effects of the crisis, the dynamics of e-commerce (+60% in Europe) should 
continue after the crisis since 50% of European consumers who used online channels during 
the pandemic intend to continue their purchases through these channels, and 25% even think 
they will increase their online purchases. E-commerce accounted for almost 20% of market 
growth in 2020 (almost 40% in the UK) with strengths specific to each country such as the 
drive, specificity of France, or the increasingly rapid home delivery in the United Kingdom. 
But its overall share remains low in Europe (5,6% in 2020), against 8% for France behind the 
United Kingdom (11,2%). Above all, its average profitability is between 1,5 and 5% while that 
of offline reaches 5 to 7% in Europe. Improving the profitability of e-commerce will be one of 
the challenges of post-COVID food retailing. The costs of order preparation and delivery 

remain higher than the costs of physical stores. Distributors must therefore continue to 
optimize the business model, develop drive and pedestrian drive and play on the 
complementarity between productive but inflexible peripheral warehouses and more agile 
city centre automated micro-logistics.  

Another effect of the crisis: the reinforced polarization between, on the one hand, consumers 
who have maintained or increased their income and have consumed better and healthier (60 
to 70% of customers), and on the other hand, those who have experienced unemployment or 
loss of income and have turned to private labels (19% of customers). Today, 37% of European 
consumers plan to look for ways to save money while shopping (33% in France) and 17% 
plan to opt for cheaper products to save money by shopping in 2021. The search for good 

value for money is beneficial to discounters who have played the quality card, and to own 
brands. There is still room for private label with a penetration rate of 35% for France against 
49,6% in Great Britain and 42,6% in the Netherlands. (Source: LSA) 

 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Retail/Our%20Insights/The%20path%20forward%20for%20European%20grocery%20retailers/Disruption-and-Uncertainty-The-State-of-Grocery-Retail-2021-Europe-final.pdf
https://www.lsa-conso.fr/commerce-alimentaire-en-europe-l-e-commerce-et-la-marque-propre-au-c-ur-des-enjeux-de-demain-etude,376908#xtor=EPR-2&email=laurence.dessouroux@independentretaileurope.eu
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E-commerce in German-speaking countries reached a new record in the past year. In B2C 

retail, according to the latest figures from the Federal Association of E-Commerce and Mail 
Order Germany (Bundesverband E-Commerce und Versandhandel Deutschland e.V. – bevh), the 
limit of 100 billion euros including VAT was exceeded for the first time. This means that 
Germany, Austria and Switzerland have established themselves as the strongest language area 
for e-commerce in continental Europe. The per capita orders have a volume of 1.000 euros, 
but this is lower than that in Great Britain at 1,233 euros. In Switzerland, sales increased by 
27,9 percent, in Austria by 17,4 percent, in Germany by 14,6 percent. Sales in the grocery 
trade grew the most in percentage terms. In Germany it grew by 43,75 percent to 2,3 billion 
euros, in Switzerland the volume is around 1,5 billion euros, per capita it is 175 euros. (Source: 
e-tailment) 

 

1. EU MEASURES 

Under the State Aid Temporary Framework, the Commission has recently approved the 
following schemes which may be useful to retailers: 

 modifications to four Hungarian schemes to support companies in the context of the 
coronavirus outbreak; 

 a modified Italian “umbrella” scheme to support companies affected by the 
coronavirus outbreak; 

 a €120 million Lithuanian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus 

outbreak. 

 

2. NATIONAL MEASURES 

For information on the current provisions regarding the crossing of Single Market 
borders, please consult the Commission’s Re-open EU web portal.  

 

BELGIUM 

Self-tests against COVID-19 have been authorized by law since 24 March for sale only in 
pharmacies. Pharmacists can deliver self-tests to people provided that: 

- the self-tests are provided for self-sampling and self-analysis and are included on a list 
drawn up by the Federal Agency for Medicines and Health Products; 

- the pharmacist informs the person on the use of the self-test and indicates to the 
person that in the event of a positive result, he must contact a doctor; 

- the self-test is delivered in a dispensary (pharmacy) open to the public. 

These are rapid antigenic tests, which are presented like a pregnancy test. They give a result 
in 15 to 30 minutes. They detect the presence of the virus, but should be interpreted with 
caution. 

Rapid tests must be accompanied by a leaflet in the national languages. It will take a few more 
days for this to be the case, and for the administrative aspects (creation of a code at the 
Belgian Pharmaceutical Association, for example) to be completed. Pharmacists must wait for 

https://www.bevh.org/presse/pressemitteilungen/details/e-commerce-in-dach-ueberspringt-100-mrd-euro-deutschsprachiger-markt-fuehrend-in-europa.html
https://www.bevh.org/presse/pressemitteilungen/details/e-commerce-in-dach-ueberspringt-100-mrd-euro-deutschsprachiger-markt-fuehrend-in-europa.html
https://view.mc.etailment.de/?qs=a223ca266e8bb2e8a5cb553921edf234cfe9afaede06e926506fe8fb85303eb2fe4d573d5274f3e64b385e4c815c89a871437a9453d8133bd6a4f4c245a0586b980eccfb23b903d92d201dae4bcd5120
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_496
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/MEX_21_1504
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/MEX_21_1665
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/MEX_21_1681
https://reopen.europa.eu/en
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the list of self-tests authorized by the Federal Agency for Medicines and Health Products 

(FAMHP) to make them practically available. 

Self-tests have been prohibited for sale from the start of the pandemic. Note that they will not 
be authorized for sale in supermarkets. (Source: RTBF) 

The Easter pause ends on 26 April. From this date onwards, shops will be allowed to receive 
customers without an appointment. People are no longer required to shop alone but may be 
accompanied by one other member of the household. Non-medical close-contact professions, 
including hairdressers and beauticians, are allowed to reopen subject to tightened protocols. 
At the same time, some 30 pilot projects are being launched to establish, under practical and 
scientific guidance, how the various economic sectors can safely resume their activities or 
how closing them can be avoided in the future. (Source: Info-Coronavirus) 

 

BULGARIA 

The Bulgarian government has announced the relaxation of coronavirus measures. Under the 
new measures, cinemas, theatres, museums, galleries, libraries, circuses, dance and music 
classes may re-open, but may use no more than 30 per cent of the capacity of the premises. 
Visits to fitness centres, gyms and clubs, swimming pools and complexes, spa and wellness 
centres, are allowed, using no more than 30 percent of their capacity. Visits to open-air areas 
of restaurants, such as terraces and gardens, are allowed, with restaurants’ working hours 
limited to 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. At shopping malls, the only stores allowed to be open are food 
stores, medical facilities, pharmacies, drugstores, opticians, pet shops, banks, insurance 

offices, courier services, payment services, telecommunications companies’ shops, 
communication service providers, dry cleaners, motor vehicle services and car washes. At 
food shops remains in force the “green corridor” between 8.30 a.m. and 10.30 a.m., when only 
people older than 65 may be admitted. (Sources: DeHavilland, VisitSofia) 

 

DENMARK 

After taking a cautious approach for much of the coronavirus pandemic, Denmark is breaking 
ranks with some of its neighbours with far-reaching plans to ease lockdown over the coming 
weeks. 

An agreement signed off by nine of the 10 parties in the Danish parliament in March provided 
a timetable for the relaxation of restrictions in stages every two weeks starting 6 April. If all 
goes to plan, the country would open up fully just as all over-50s have been vaccinated, but 
before many of those under that age have had their jabs. 

From 6 April, certain services including hairdressers will reopen and students will continue a 
process of returning to schools and colleges. Smaller shopping centres will also be allowed to 
receive customers. From 21st April, larger shopping centres, restaurants and cafes with 
outdoor dining will open while indoor dining will be allowed from 6 May. By the end of May, 
virtually all of Danish society is expected to be open, although the agreement suggests some 
questions remain over what to do about gatherings at major events and with nightclubs. 

The timing of the completion of the reopening — the end of May — will coincide with the 
point at which the government expects all over-50s to have been vaccinated, and when the 

https://www.rtbf.be/info/dossier/epidemie-de-coronavirus/detail_coronavirus-les-autotests-desormais-autorises-a-la-vente-en-pharmacie-en-belgique?id=10727243
https://www.info-coronavirus.be/en/news/occ-1404/
https://visitsofia.bg/en/item/2748-current-situation-covid-19-in-sofia-and-bulgaria
https://www.stm.dk/media/10258/rammeaftale-om-plan-for-genaabning-af-danmark.pdf
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risks posed by COVID to individuals and the Danish health service overall will have “fallen 

markedly.”  

Underpinning the plan is a “corona passport,” which is documentation via an app or a piece of 
paper that Danes can show to prove they have been vaccinated against coronavirus, or have 
tested negative during the preceding 72 hours. They will need to show this passport to enter 
many of the establishments that are reopening. (Source: POLITICO) 

 

FRANCE 

On 31st March, Prime Minister Jean Castex announced the partial re-containment of the whole 
country. These new restrictions resulted in the closure of all businesses deemed “non-

essential” as of the evening of Saturday 3rd April throughout France. A list of stores authorized 
to remain open has been established. Among them businesses that were able to continue their 
activity during the first two confinements, but also booksellers, DIY stores, plants and flower 
stores and video game stores. In total, some 150.000 shops will have to keep their doors 
closed for the next four weeks. This is 40.000 more than during the territorial 
reconfigurations at the beginning of March. (Source: LSA) 

Alexandra Bouthelier of the FCA (Fédération du Commerce coopératif et associé) 
commented that stores were prepared for the measure. Financial support for the stores, 
particularly those concerning rental charges and fixed costs, has been pending for four 
months on the approval by Brussels under the State aid rules. It remains to be seen how 
central offices of the groups can be supported whether through a solidarity fund or a tax 

reduction. The end of the crisis is in sight, but it is not known if consumer demand will bounce 
back, like after the first two confinements, or what the impact will be on the economy or on 
the buying power of the consumers. (Source: LSA) 

Carrefour can cancel its order for one million COVID-19 self-tests. Marie Francolin, deputy 
chief of staff of Olivier Véran, was very clear: in vitro diagnostic medical devices can be sold 
only by pharmacies according to French law. The ministry does not intend to grant an 
exemption to large distribution. (Source: LSA) 

However, the first private label surgical masks arrive on Carrefour shelves and at E.Leclerc. 
The two distributors stress that their products are made in France. They are offered at a price 
of about 4,90 euros per box of 50 masks. Carrefour offers its product in three sizes: adult, 

child and intermediate (for teenagers and slim faces). (Source: LSA) 

 

GERMANY  

With the service provider EcoLog as a partner, the Schwarz Group now also offers corona test 
centres in branch parking lots of several hundred of its Kaufland and Lidl stores. Citizens can 
have themselves tested there free of charge once a week. EcoCare bills the tests directly with 
the federal government. The centres will be built and operated by EcoCare, which, according 
to the press release, is a world leader in integrated services and one of the largest European 
test providers. Among other things, employees from EcoLog and EcoCare test for the corona 

virus at various airports, and the service provider currently operates eight vaccination 
centres in various federal states. Outside the pandemic, the company supports non-
governmental organizations and armies in operations in areas with a lack of infrastructure. 
With the test centres, the Schwarz Group wants to make an important contribution to 

https://www.politico.eu/article/denmark-sets-out-path-life-after-lockdown-coronavirus/
https://www.lsa-conso.fr/reconfinement-national-la-liste-des-commerces-non-essentiels-dans-chaque-departement,377748
https://www.lsa-conso.fr/xxx,377833#xtor=EPR-2&email=laurence.dessouroux@ugal.eu
https://www.lsa-conso.fr/covid-19-la-vente-d-autotests-en-supermarches-n-est-pas-a-l-ordre-du-jour-selon-le-ministere-de-la-sante,377103
https://www.lsa-conso.fr/carrefour-et-e-leclerc-lancent-des-masques-chirurgicaux-made-in-france,378888#xtor=EPR-2&email=laurence.dessouroux@independentretaileurope.eu
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containing the corona pandemic and protecting the health of the population. (Source: 

Lebensmittel Zeitung)  

EDEKA Nord wants to be the first dealer in Germany to increase employees’ willingness to 
vaccinate with a 50-euro bonus voucher. The additional measure is intended to advance the 
fight against corona. The offer applies exclusively to the employees of EDEKA Nord 
Handelsgesellschaft mbH. The employees of the retailers are not included. The vast majority 
of the almost 700 stores in the North region are run by independent retailers. (Source: 
Lebensmittel Zeitung) 

A first step back to normality: With Click & Meet, shopping at agreed dates is possible again. 
Telekom supports this with the online reservation system of MagentaBusiness POS. This 
makes it child’s play to book shopping appointments – even without one’s own website. The 

solution is available free of charge and can be deployed quickly. More information. (Source: e-
tailment) 

Many municipalities want to avoid a hard lockdown by making the option of shopping 
dependent on a current corona test. Shopping in stationary retail only with a negative 
corona test: The German Retail Federation HDE generally welcomes the fact that politicians 
are looking for alternatives to permanent lockdown. However, the association also warns of 
their suitability for practical use. For instance, it should be ensured beforehand that the test 
capacities in the test centres are sufficient and quickly available. Also: who should check the 
tests for authenticity when shopping? Reactions from other retail sources were also mitigated. 
(Source: Lebensmittel Zeitung) 

The German government has made testing mandatory for companies whose employees 
cannot work from home. From the point of view of the German trade association HDE, the 
measure is superfluous as companies already offered their employees corona tests even 
without the legal obligation. (Source: Lebensmittel Zeitung) 

Corona has shaped daily life around the world for around a year, but its direct effects vary 
considerably. The German Federal Statistical Office has analysed the figures for the 
pandemic and its consequences over the past twelve months. For the period from March 
2020 to the end of January 2021, the Office reports a sales increase of 3,2 percent for the 
entire retail sector. A more detailed breakdown shows that sales went up for e-commerce by 
27,8 percent. In the two winter months in which the shops were closed, this plus was even 

higher, in December 32,3 percent, in January 31,8 percent. The opposite happened in 
department stores, where real sales collapsed by 17,6 percent. The closings of shops meant 
that stores in textiles, clothing, shoes and leather goods also recorded a severe decline of 
minus 30,7 percent in real terms. In January 2021, the loss of sales in the fashion and shoe 
trade reached a level of minus 78,9 percent. (Source: e-tailment) 

The forecasts for the online share of trade will occur up to eight years earlier than 
anticipated before the COVID-19 pandemic. That is what the market researchers from IFH 
Cologne say under the catchphrase “Coronaturbo”. So when the IFH previously expected an 
online share of up to 22 percent by 2030, the 22 percent will now be reached in 2022 or 2023. 
Agility and the will to innovate are decisive for future-oriented business models, advises the 
institute. The same applies to B2B business according to the IFH. (Source: e-tailment) 

The development of sales in online retail will also be heavily influenced by corona effects in 
2021. Between January and March 2021, the e-commerce industry recorded growth of 28 
percent to more than 21 billion euros – including sales tax, according to the Federal 

https://www.lebensmittelzeitung.net/handel/Massnahmen-gegen-Corona-Schwarz-Gruppe-oeffnet-erste-Testzentren-151713?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsletter%2Fabonnent&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl6250-abonnent&utm_term=4caf42235d37e6a3bfa72dc77c5c766d
https://www.lebensmittelzeitung.net/handel/Mitarbeitergesundheit-Edeka-Nord-bietet-Impf-Praemie-151923?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsletter%2Fabonnent&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl6293-abonnent&utm_term=4caf42235d37e6a3bfa72dc77c5c766d
https://click.mc.etailment.de/?qs=b4b3246017e5ecd35f4af105579aa4a7ee67e07d96bcc71affed885a26d66635a8c02031a7acc592ef314580ce64a138ee5822918496fa935dec7ff2176fbb05
https://view.mc.etailment.de/?qs=aa6cdf903e45b3e6d745e799c3e7912eba6118d4744e5d5b201906d0d6f3f4b08e5f9019b9eab4bda35240fb119d1275c62da09267b22ab3fd37081b616973450fea1977be962f79d5e741a2abdb7532
https://view.mc.etailment.de/?qs=aa6cdf903e45b3e6d745e799c3e7912eba6118d4744e5d5b201906d0d6f3f4b08e5f9019b9eab4bda35240fb119d1275c62da09267b22ab3fd37081b616973450fea1977be962f79d5e741a2abdb7532
https://www.lebensmittelzeitung.net/politik/Lockdown-Alternativen-Handel-sieht-beim-Einkauf-nur-mit-Test-viele-Fragezeichen-151710?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsletter%2Fabonnent&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl6250-abonnent&utm_term=4caf42235d37e6a3bfa72dc77c5c766d
https://www.lebensmittelzeitung.net/politik/Infektionsschutzgesetz-HDE-wettert-gegen-Testangebotspflicht-fuer-Unternehmen-151918?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsletter%2Fabonnent&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl6293-abonnent&utm_term=4caf42235d37e6a3bfa72dc77c5c766d
https://view.mc.etailment.de/?qs=6daf78bb67e20671857b6d7d4be08b48e7c8eadcf30a82f9dd474144e9a296ad0377d821466ef4255386920ca19f06f837682b35530f6321356f30c6367faaa4e5d6ff82f104750ec2679afb73ae1224
https://click.mc.etailment.de/?qs=b4b3246017e5ecd3977767e5f4f9aa9f347cdf64a27de06b7456bd0ca227ddd4ee55c2bf891eec6d9d5f276686968a94dd126f5192e28e342dfcb7549798a684
https://click.mc.etailment.de/?qs=b4b3246017e5ecd3977767e5f4f9aa9f347cdf64a27de06b7456bd0ca227ddd4ee55c2bf891eec6d9d5f276686968a94dd126f5192e28e342dfcb7549798a684
https://click.mc.etailment.de/?qs=b4b3246017e5ecd3158c42f7554afb4803ef3472c251cb61a56c1d9aced10d1a5273f96cb1699d720ff0f4eead8ee99e761b422dbc4b6ff5a573774ee05e5e63
https://view.mc.etailment.de/?qs=aa6cdf903e45b3e6d745e799c3e7912eba6118d4744e5d5b201906d0d6f3f4b08e5f9019b9eab4bda35240fb119d1275c62da09267b22ab3fd37081b616973450fea1977be962f79d5e741a2abdb7532
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Association of E-Commerce and Mail Order Germany (Bundesverband E-Commerce und 

Versandhandel Deutschland e.V. – bevh). Drugstore goods and groceries recorded particularly 
high rates of increase, but also medicines, textiles, electronics and DIY scored high. (Source: 
Lebensmittel Zeitung) 

Despite the pandemic, the total number of employees in German retail has remain stable 
compared to the previous year, namely at around 3,1 million (as of 30 September 2020). The 
German Retail Federation HDE sees this number from the Federal Employment Agency as 
differentiated: firstly, the agency reports with six months of follow-up; secondly, this total 
number does not reflect the extremely difficult situation caused by the pandemic, especially 
for non-grocery retailers. Nevertheless, the stability shows how effective and important short-
time work is as an instrument for securing jobs for the industry. (Source: e-tailment) 

A new UPS study investigated how retail will continue after the end of the corona crisis 
and in which directions stationary and virtual retail will move. The trend towards online 
shopping will continue. 15 percent of those surveyed in the study stated that they want to 
continue to shop online even after the corona crisis; before the pandemic, this was 10 percent. 
For 48 percent, the convenience of home delivery is the most important argument. 
Sustainability is also becoming more and more important in e-commerce, because 48 percent 
would like CO2 compensation for deliveries from large retailers, 54 percent expect large 
national and international retailers to use sustainable packaging, and 50 percent would also 
like smaller retailers to do so. (Source: e-tailment)  

 

GREECE 

Greece is relaxing some coronavirus restrictions despite a surge in infections that is straining 
hospitals to their limits, with retail stores to reopen and people allowed to drive to places 
outside their home municipalities for exercise. Speaking at a health ministry briefing on 30 
March, Civil Protection Deputy Minister Nikos Hardalias said retail shops – except department 
stores and malls – will be allowed to reopen as of 5 April. Greece has been under lockdown-
type restrictions since early November, with retail stores, bars and restaurants shut, and 
people only allowed to leave their homes for specific reasons and after either sending a text 
message to authorities, or carrying a self-declaration form. Violations are punishable by 300-
euro fines ($350). (Source: ekathimerini.com) 

 

IRELAND 

In the first comprehensive study of community transmission of COVID-19 in Ireland people 
identified shops as the most likely source of infection. Since 31st March, contact tracers 
investigating confirmed cases have attempted to identify how people got infected. 

Of the 3.476 positive cases since then, 787 (22 per cent) were as a result of community 
transmission, where the source of infection is not known. Of those who did not know the 
source of their infection, 55,8 per cent mentioned shops as the most likely place they 
would have picked up the disease in the previous seven days. This was followed by 

workplaces (15,6 per cent), primary schools (3,8 per cent), public transport or car sharing 
(3,5 per cent), travel at home or abroad (2 per cent), outdoor gatherings (1,9 per cent), pre-
school gatherings (1,8 per cent) and outdoor sports activities (1,7 per cent). (Source: The Irish 
Times) 

https://www.lebensmittelzeitung.net/handel/Onlinehandel-Drogeriewaren-und-Lebensmittel-erzielen-Wachstumsrekorde-im-Netz-151921?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsletter%2Fabonnent&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl6293-abonnent&utm_term=4caf42235d37e6a3bfa72dc77c5c766d
https://etailment.de/newsletter/archive/3496.home.html?utm_source=%2Fmeta%2Fnewsflash%2FmorningBriefing&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=nl3496&utm_term=f2669241f7cca3f1306082b7a9f458ed
https://click.mc.etailment.de/?qs=4cf1dd157a52b8c49e13296e02f1f3141a17f2585a3b801019572772dd9d9cb3f752392cc9ca70b088e3a847391e34f3a75460edbee25e0e9ec7e78781e7ad5d
https://view.mc.etailment.de/?qs=6daf78bb67e20671857b6d7d4be08b48e7c8eadcf30a82f9dd474144e9a296ad0377d821466ef4255386920ca19f06f837682b35530f6321356f30c6367faaa4e5d6ff82f104750ec2679afb73ae1224
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1158354/greece-relaxes-some-lockdown-measures-despite-virus-surge/
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/covid-19-shops-most-commonly-visited-places-listed-by-people-later-infected-1.4532350
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/covid-19-shops-most-commonly-visited-places-listed-by-people-later-infected-1.4532350
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POLAND 

New restrictions include the closure of nursery schools, furniture stores, and beauty salons. 
All schools including universities have already implemented distance learning. The essential 
shops will remain open, including groceries and supermarkets, post offices, and bookshops, 
with limits to one person per 15 square metres, or 20 for larger shops. (Source: DeHavilland) 

 

ROMANIA  

Romania has seen an alarming surge in new infections in recent weeks, particularly in 
Timișoara and the capital, and yet the country’s government has so far been reluctant to take 

the kind of decisive action necessary to halt the rise in cases and ease the burden on 
Romania’s creaking health system. 

Shops in towns and cities which have a high rate of infection (most of them) have been 
summoned to close only at 6 p.m. from Friday to Sunday, while a curfew is in place on those 
days from 8 p.m. to 5 a.m. (from Monday to Thursday, shops can remain open until 8 p.m., and 
curfew does not begin until 10 p.m.). People are required to wear protective face masks in 
public spaces. 

Restaurants, bars and cafes can operate outdoor seating areas with no limit on capacity (and 
with no requirement for customers to wear masks). (Source: Emerging Europe) 

 

SPAIN 

Retail trade in Spain has lost more than 20.000 million in turnover and destroyed 59.000 jobs 
in twelve months of the pandemic, to which are added another 100.155 employees in a 
situation of ERTE, according to Anged, the Association of Large Distribution Companies. The 
textile stores took most of the blow caused by the restrictions derived from the pandemic. 
Commerce is in fact the sector most damaged by the pandemic, behind wholesaling activities 
and food services. (Source: Diffusion Sport) 

Spanish consumers continue to feel the economic effects of the COVID-19 crisis, though their 
pessimism about economic recovery has improved since November. Spending intent remains 

negative across most categories, with grocery being the only category with positive spend 
intent. Vaccinated individuals are leaning into different behaviours already and could serve as 
a leading indicator for the future. In this context, consumers continue to explore new brands 
and ways of shopping, and they plan to continue these new behaviours post-COVID-19. 
(Source: McKinsey)  

 

UNITED STATES 

Despite progress in vaccination, consumers remain cautious. Once vaccinated, will people 
go back to their habits? Recent studies in the US show that consumers still remain cautious 

and want to maintain contactless shopping and dining. Caution is a question of age: Younger 
people up to their late twenties are particularly fearless. In many places there is also a desire 
to keep home offices. (Source: e-tailment) 
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